IGNITING LEADERS IN TECH TO GET
KICK ASS RESULTS AT WORK, BUILD
HIGH-PERFORMING TEAMS, AND BE
PRESENT FOR MOMENTS THAT MATTER.

I believe the head + heart

alignment is what truly

makes you a leader worth

following and your business
worth supporting.
My crowd is jam-packed with really good people who care about making a meaningful
impact. They obsess over work-life balance because they still yearn to make an incredible
impact at work and with their loved ones without burning out.
The problem is they don’t know who they can talk with at work because they don’t want
anybody to see how unsure and worn-out they really are. That’s where I enter the picture. I’m
Lisa Duerre and I know how to ignite leaders in tech to get kickass results, build highperforming teams, and be present for the moments that matter.
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Lisa’s Featured Messages
The Four Villains That Leaders In Tech Face Every Day
(And How to Reboot Your Superpowers for Maximum
Leadership Impact)
Brilliant minds in virtually every type of tech are disappearing and
no one knows who’s next. The culprits? Four of the most sinister,
brazen villains lurking in our lives just waiting to bring down
leaders in tech. Heroes need to activate their superpowers to
defeat these villains.
In this “BAM-POW-WHAM!” talk, Lisa Duerre shares from her 25year track record of helping executives in some of the top tech
companies in the world identify and activate their superpowers.
You’ll unmask the four villains haunting leaders in tech today, find
the villains’ secret hiding spots in your life and company, and know
how to reboot your superpowers to be victorious.
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Lisa’s Featured Messages
This Is Your Goal-Smashing, Relationship-Relishing,
Right-Between-the-Eyes Wakeup Call (With Love)
Imagine having a retirement party without any of your family. That's the reality
many tech leaders face because they chose revenue over relationships. Spoiler
alert: that choice is jam-packed with regrets. Here’s the secret: you don't have
to choose revenue over relationships to make an impact.
In this powerful talk, Lisa Duerre shares her 25-year journey as a highly
regarded Silicon Valley executive who became a new mom at the tender age of
43. She shares regrets, wishes, missed goals, and even insider secrets from
some of the top minds in tech about what they wish they did differently.
You will walk away with a clear action plan for aligning your work and life to be
present for the moments that matter. This is your wakeup call and inspiration to
create a life and career you will love celebrating!
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Need a rockstar podcast guest? Ask Lisa!
"I had the great pleasure of having Lisa as my guest on my podcast. She is a wonderful person to interview, she

“

brings humour, wisdom and real practical value to your listeners. Her knowledge on business and coaching shines
through. I particularly valued when she shared a very simple technique that anyone could take and implement in
their life right away.” // Clarissa Kristjansson, Host of “A Little Breathing Space” Podcast
"Lisa is the type of guest a podcaster dreams of for a great conversation. Her life's work has resulted in her having

“

a wealth of experience, insight, and a deep understanding of the art of a conversation. I am ever grateful for the
opportunity to have had her as a guest BUT more so for the relationship we now share.” // Engel Jones, Podcast
Host of #12minconvos
"Lisa Duerre is an absolute joy to know and work with. Lisa was a guest on my podcast and she gave so much
value to the Dialed IN! listeners. In fact, Lisa's episode is in the top three most listened to episodes. I've also

“

connected with Lisa as a thinking partner and loved her approach. She asks well-thought-out questions and gave
insightful feedback throughout our conversation. I left with clarity and a whole list of new ideas to take action on.”
// Bethany Clemenson, Creator of the Dialed IN! podcast
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“Hi, I’m Lisa, former Silicon
Valley executive on a mission...”
Lisa Duerre here - I've spent 25 years in Silicon Valley leading highly successful teams
and exceeding business objectives in the areas of Talent Development, Field
Engineering, Customer Education and Support. Sales Development, and Marketing.
This gave me a front-row seat to see some of the most professionally successful tech
leaders absolutely flame-out in their careers, relationships, health, and life. I was the
one who helped 25,000 employees get results faster at work, make a bigger impact,
and be better business leaders.
I give audiences like yours the inside track on how to navigate the always-on, onlyas-good-as-the-next-one culture. No regrets, no agony over lost opportunities - just
a breath of fresh air showing you how you can live an amazing life, kick ass at work,
and be present for the moments that matter. If you want a standing ovation, if you
want to hear your boss’ applause, if you’re ready to knock it out of the park, hire me
to be your next speaker.
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People are raving about Lisa
"Lisa recently spoke at our event and everyone loved her. She's very engaging, inspirational, interactive, and

“
“

FUN!... The level of planning and preparation and exquisite care she did ahead of time - not just in getting her
presentation polished, but making sure she was providing value to the audience and helping support the work I
was doing at the event - made me confident in knowing she was going to take great care of the people at my
event. And she did!” // Melinda Cohen, Founder of The Coaches Console
“I had the honor and pleasure of working with Lisa at a high-profile event. The panel had co-founders of unicorn
startups, experienced VC+ entrepreneurs, top-ranking accelerator investors, and Lisa who is so experienced in
employee motivation. I was very impressed with Lisa’s experience, vision, enthusiasm, and presentation skill in our
face-to-face meetings during the interview of panelists. She’s now my go-to advisor on innovation motivation for
colleagues!” // Larry (Nanlei) Wang, EIR Executive In Residence - Plug and Play Tech Center

“

"Lisa has the wonderful gift of storytelling. Her presentation yesterday touched me and so many others in the
audience in an amazing way. We learned a lot from her story—and we learned how to change our own stories.”
// Muoi Tran Landivar, Security Awareness and Education Lead of Palo Alto Networks
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Let’s connect!
linkedin.com/in/lisaduerre
lisaduerrecoaching
@lisaduerre
@lisaduerrecoaching

